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INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to compute the Hochschild homology and 
cohomology of the ring A = k[X,, . . . . X,]/(f), where k is an arbitrary 
commutative ring with unit andf is a polynomial in k[X,, . . . . X,,]. We also 
compute the cyclic homology for this ring when k 2 Q, f is homogeneous, 
and the cone it defines is not singular but at the origin. 
The paper is divided into four sections. 
In the first section a quick review of some basic notions in the 
Hochschild and cyclic theories is made (see, for instance, [M, Chap. 10; 
L-Q1 ). 
In the second section we obtain a free resolution A,(A) of A as an 
A’-module which is simpler than the one given by Hochschild and we define 
maps h, of R,(A) into the Hochschild resolution (A 0 A@‘* @A, b’) and g, 
of (A @A@‘* @A, b’) into R,(A), the first of which is an algebra map when 
R,(A) has a product which is naturally defined and (A 0 A@” @ A, 6’) has 
the shuffle product shown in Section one. 
The maps g, and h, are computed to show that g,h, is the identity, 
hence R,(A) is a direct summand of (A @A@‘* 0 A, b’) and so exact. We 
are going to use these maps explicitly in a subsequent paper when we 
compute the cyclic homology of A = k[X,, . . . . X,]/(f) for an arbitrary 
homogeneous polynomial f and k 2 Q. 
In the third section we compute the Hochschild homology H,(A, M) 
and cohomology H*(A, 44) of A with coefficients in an A-module M, 
viewed as an A’-module through the multiplication map p: A’-+ A. We 
obtain them as a function of the homology of the Koszul complex of the 
given module. 
In the fourth section we use the previous results to compute the cyclic 
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homology of A, when k is a field of characteristic zero and f is a 
homogeneous polynomial the set of whose partial derivations is a regular 
sequence in k[X,, . . . . X,]. This result is a generalization of the last theorem 
of [B-V] and Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 of [V]. 
In characteristic zero several of the calculations for A = k[X, Y]/(f) 
are given in [G-R-W]. According to a letter from Weibel, they have inde- 
pendently obtained the results of the fourth section by using different 
methods. 
1 
1.1. Hochschild Homology 
Let A be an associative algebra with identity over a commutative ring k. 
We use the abbreviation A@” for the n-fold tensor product of A over k, 
where 2 = A/k. Let b’ : A Q A@‘” Q A + A Q A@“-’ Q A denote the map 
b’(a,Q 9.. Qa,+,)= i (-l)‘a,Q “’ Qai-,QC2iU,+j 
i=O 
Qai+*Q ..’ Qa,,,. 
The chain complex 
. ..L?+AQ)@J”QA& AQA@‘-‘QA* 
. ..LAQAQA&AQAAA 
is the standard normalized Hochschild resolution (A Q A@* Q A, b’) of A. It 
is acyclic because there exists a retraction homotopy co: A Q A@‘” Q A + 
AQA@“+’ Q A defined by 
~,,(aoQ --. Qa,+,)=lQa,Q ..a Qua,,,. 
Let M be a right module over A’= A Q A“P. Upon tensoring the 
normalized Hochschild resolution (AQ A@‘* Q A, b’) with M over A’, we 
obtain the chain complex (MQA@*, b), 
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where 
b(m@u,@ ... @a,) 
n- I 
=m(a,@1)@a,@ ... @a,+ C (-l)‘m@ai@ ..’ @Ui&i 
i=l 
@aiui+,@ai+*O ... @a,+(-l)“m(1@u,)@a,O ... @a,-, 
which we call the normalized Hochschild complex. Its homology is 
the Hochschild homology H, (A, M). On the other hand, applying 
Hom,,( , M) to the normalized Hochschild resolution (A @A@‘* @A, b’) 
we obtain the cochain complex 
Hom,,(A 0 A, M) Hom(b’* M), H,, (A @ A @ A, M) + . . . 
+ Hom,,(A @A@‘~‘OA, M) 
Hom(b’, M)+ Hom,,(A @ A@‘” @ A, M) + . . . 
Its homology is the Hochschild cohomology H*(A, M). When A is projec- 
tive over k one has H,(A, M) = Tort’(A, M) and H”(A, M) = Ext”,,(A, M). 
1.2. Shuffle Product 
From now on, A is commutative. In this case, the normalized 
Hochschild resolution becomes a differential graded strictly anti-com- 
mutative AC-algebra, where strict means that the square of any odd degree 
element is zero, with the product defined by 
(u@u,@ ... @u,@b) * (u’@u,+,@ ... @u,+,@b’) 
where 
= C sgn(a)uu’@u,-I(,,@ ... @u,-1(,+,,@bb 
6 I.,? 
B,,,={~ES~+,:~J(~)< ... <a(p)andg(p+l)< ... <a(p+q)}. 
Upon tensoring the normalized Hochschild resolution with A over A’, 
we obtain the shuffle product 
(uOu,@ .‘. @up) * (a’Ou,+,O ... c3u,+,) 
= 1 sgn(o) uu’@ua,-lC,,@ ... @a,-~~,+,,. 
44 
Hence, the Hochschild homology H,(A)= H,(A, A) is a graded strictly 
anti-commutative algebra over A. 
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1.3. Cyclic Homology 
Let A be an associative k-algebra with identity. The cyclic homology 
HC,(A) of A is the homology of Tot W(A),,,,, where 9l(A),,, is the 
double complex 
I b 
A 
where B is the map defined by B(a, @ . . . 8 ak) = xf==, ( - l)ik 10 
ai@ ... @ak@%@ “’ 8 ai- 1. Tot WA),,, is related to the chain 
complex (A @I A@*, b) by the exact sequence of complexes 
O- (A@%=“, b)L Tot 99(A),,,, -% Tot 4Y(A),,,[2] - 0 (1) 
The long exact sequence associated with (1) is 
-.-A H,(A)& HC,(A)-S HC,-,(A)& H,-,(A) 
and it is called the Gysin-Connes exact sequence. 
The reduced cyclic homology f?C, (A) of an augmented k-algebra A is 
the homology of Tot W(A),,d, where W(A),,, is the double complex 
I b I 
A@AtB A 
I 
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As before, there is a long exact sequence 
. ..A H*(A)‘-* RC*(A)~ RC*-,(A)2 H*-,(A) 
-L i?C*-&q--S, ... 
for * > 2. 
For any augmented k-algebra A, there is an isomorphism HC, (A) = 
HC,(k)@AC,(A). 
2 
2.1. Introduction 
Let A = k[X,, . . . . X,]/(f), with k an arbitrary commutative ring with 1 
and f = Cfi, ...inX7 . . Xi a manic polynomial in k[X,, . . . . X,] that is not 
a divisor of zero (see 2.1.1). In this section we obtain a free resolution 
R,(A) of A as an A’-module. 
2.2. The Taylor Series 
Let k be an arbitrary commutative ring with unit, f= Cfi, ...i,Xi: ... Xk 
a polynomial in k[Xl , . . . . X,], and < f an order defined on N;f satisfying 
(i) If ik < ii (1 < k < n), then (i, , . . . . i,) 6 T ii, . . . . i;) 
ii 
(’ +(‘) 
< T is a well order such that, if (i, , . . . . i,) d T (ii, . . . . ik), then 
11 i;, . . . . i, + ii) Q T (ii + i;, . . . . ii, + iz) for every n-tuple (i;‘, . . . . i:). 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. We say that f= Ifi,. j,X? . . . Xk is a manic polyno- 
mial of degree (j, , . . . . j,) (relative to < r) if 
(a) fil...j"= 1 
(b) If (ji, . . . . j,) <r (iI, . . . . i,) and (j, ,..., j,) # (il, . . . . i,), then 
fil...in=O* 
The previous definition generalizes the classical one to more than one 
variable. . . . 
Then, given PE k[X,, . . . . X,] there exist P and P belonging to 
6X,, . . . . X,], which are uniquely determined such that 
(i) P=Ff+F . . . 
(ii) If Xt . . . X$ divides Xl: . . . Xi, then Pi, in = 0. 
So A = k[X,, . . . . X,]/(f) is a free k-module. 
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2.2.2. EXAMPLE. Let L = aixi + ... + u,x, be a linear form with 
aiER,o, and ~7 E S, a permutation of (1, . . . . n}. For (ii, . . . . i,), (j,, . . . . j,) E 
fyi, we write (i,, . . . . i,)<,,, (jr, . . . . j,) if L(il, . . . . i,) < L(j,, . . . . j,) or 
L(i 1, . . . . i,) = L( j,, . . . . j,,) and there exist s, 1 6 s 6 n, such that i,,,, =jrcm, 
for m <s and iats) cj+,. 
In this way, we obtain an order <L,o verifying the conditions (i) and (ii) 
required by < =. 
We now show two typical examples: 
(a) The diagonal order: a, = . . . = a, = 1, cr = id 
(b) The lexicograpic order: a, = . . . = a, = 0, CJ = id 
Given a polynomial f~ k[X, , . . . . X,], with units as coeflicients, f can be 
written as the product of a unit of k and a manic polynomial for every 
order <=,a’ So, if k is a field, every polynomial is manic with respect to any 
order < L, ,, 
From now on, f denotes a manic polynomial with respect to a fixed 
order <r whose term of highest degree fi, ,.inX: . .. X,” is assumed to have 
in> 1. 
Let A’ = k[X,, . . . . X,]. We use the Taylor series development 
T: A’ + A” given by T(P) = 10 P-P@ 1, studied in [M-V]. It is 
obvious that, for every P E k[X,, . . . . X,], T(P) can be written as a polyno- 
mial in k[X,, . . . . X,, T(X,), . . . . T(X,)], where the coefficients of each 
monomial in the T(XJs are the classical coefficients in the Taylor series. 
We are interested in the properties which hold in A, hence we give them 
module (1 Of, f @ 1). 
We use the following definition. 
2.2.3. DEFINITION. Given PE~[X,, . . . . X,], we call T,(P) the sum of the 
monomials of T(P) which are multiples of T(Xj) and not multiples of T(XJ 
for i < j, i.e., 
1 
T,(P)= 1 -. 
ap 
i,r,,ij+,,,,,,inij! . ..i.! ax)...ax; 
. T(Xi)“. . . T(Xn)jn, 1 dj<n. 
We state a technical proposition that will be used later. 
2.2.4. PROPOSITION. 
(a) -i Ti(P)=T(P)=l@P-P@l. 
i=l 
(b) Ti is k-linear, for 1 < i < n. 
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(d) Ti(PQ) = (f’6 1) Ti(Q) + (Q@ 1) T,(P) + 1 Tj(f’) Ti(Q) 
jb i 
+ c TAP) T’(Q). 
j>i 
(e) Ti(i”;Q)= (PO 1) Ti(Q) + (QQ 1) T,(P) + 1 T’(P) Ti<Q) 
j 3 i 
+ C T,(P) T’(Q)-(PQOl) T;(f)- 1 Tj(E) T,(f) 
j>i j>i 
+ c Tim T,(f). 
j-ei 
(f) 7’i(i6;Q)= T,(m)-(PO 1) Ti(Q)-(Q@ 1) 7’,(P) 
yjFi T,(P) Ti(Q)- C T,(P). Tj(Q). 
jzi 
ProoJ: (a), (b), and (c) are proved by direct computation. 
(d) Let T,j,,,(P)=C~=jTi(P), for 1 <jGn, and let k’= 
k[X,, . . . . Xi- 1]. 
Considering P and Q as polynomials in k’[X,, . . . . X,], and noting that 
Tci,,) is the operator Tin k’[X,, . . . . X,], it follows by (c) that 
T,,,,(PQ)=(P@ 1) Tlj,n)(Q)+ (Q@l) Tfj,n)(P)+ Ttj.n,(P) Ttj,n)(Q)+ 
The proof is completed by noting that Ti(PQ) = Tci,,,(PQ) - Tci+ l,,,(PQ) 
and using the last equality. 
. . . . . . 
(e) Follows easily by noting that PQ = PQ -E .f, and using (d). 
7 
(f) Follows easily by noting that PQ =m-PQ, and using (d). 
(8) Iff=Cfi,. .inx7 ‘.’ Xi, since T,,, is k-linear (b), then 
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hence, we have to compute T, (M)/T(X,) for every monomial M = 
Xf . ‘. Xi. By writing M = M, . Xi . MZ, where MI = Y) . . . Xi:11 and 
M* = x2 :‘I . . . Xi, we can apply (d) to M = MI . (X2. M,) to have 
T,(M)=(M,Ol)T,(X~.M,)+(X~.M,Ol)T*(M,) 
+ 1 Tj(A41) T,(Xf44*)+ c T,(M,) Ti(X~44,). 
i>m ism 
Since M, o k[X,, . . . . X,-r], then Ti(M1) = 0 for every i> m, so 
T,(M)=(M,@l) TJXk44,). 
By a new application of (d) we obtain 
= L(Xk) 
( 
W*@ll)+ 1 TAM,) 
> 
3 
i>m 
but the last sum is T(M,) because M, E L[x, +, , . . . . X,], so 
T,(W=W,@l) LGwmMM,) 
and the formula follows from 
2.3. The Resolution R,(A) 
As before, let A = k[Xl, . . . . X,,]/(f), where f is a manic polynomial, k 
is an arbitrary commutative ring with 1, and A’ = A Ok AoP. 
Let D(A) be the exterior algebra over A’ of the free A’-module 
Aeel 0 . . . @ Ace, and F(A) the algebra of divided powers over D(A) with 
one variable t. We recall that the algebra of divided powers of a ring D is 
a free module over D with basis t(‘) (irs NO) and product given by 
t(i) et(j)- ti+j)! $i+j)= '+j ++A 
i!j! ( > j . 
We assign degree 1 to the elements ei and degree 2j to t(j). Hence F(A) 
becomes a strictly anti-commutative graded A’-algebra. 
We define a derivation d, by dl(ei)= T(Xi), dzi(tci)) = t(‘-‘)d,(t) and 
dz(t)=Cl=, (Ti(f)/T(Xi))*ei. 
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The algebra F(A) with the derivation just defined will be called R,(A) 
and its homogeneous components of degree m will be called R,(A),. 
It is obvious that R,(A), is a free A’-module with basis all combination 
ei,...immzq tC4), 0 < q < [m/2] and 1 < i, < . . . < i, ~ zq < n. 
2.3.1. Remark. It is clear that the exterior algebra D(A) with the 
derivation d is the Koszul complex K[A’, T(X,), . . . . T(X,)], and R,(A) is 
obtained from it by killing the cycle x1= I (T,(f)/T(X,)) .ei with the 
method given by Tate in [T]. 
To prove that R,(A) is an A’-free resolution of A it will be sufficient to 
show that it is a direct sum of the standard normalized Hochschild 
resolution. For this purpose we define complex Ae-maps 
and 
h,: R,(A)+ (AOJ@*OA, b’) 
g,:(A@A@*@A,b’)+R,(A) 
suchthath,=g,=l.,andg,.h,=id. 
2.4. Definition of h, 
In order to define h, we need several properties of the shuffle product 
that was defined in 1.2 for the Hochshild resolution of a commutative 
k-algebra A. 
2.4.1. DEFINITION. Given 
and 
u=aQa,Q ... @a,@b~AQF’OA 
fl=a’@a,,+,Q ... @a,,+,@b’EAOA@OA, 
we can define 
where 
B;~,={o~S,+,:a(l)=l,a(2)< ... <o(p),a(p+I)< ... <a(p+q)}. 
2.4.2. Remark. It is immediate that •i verifies the following properties: 
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(a) a*j?=atlfi+(-1)p4/30c1, for ctEAQPPQA and 
fi~A@ii@*@A 
(in consequence, * is strictly anti-commutative) 
(b) (a1 •! a,) 0 a3 = a1 0 (CQ Cl a,) + (-1)P2P3a1 0 (a3 0 a*) for 
a,EAQA@‘@A 
(4 eO(a * Ed) = &O(a) q Ed. 
2.4.3. DEFINITION. Given a E A @ A@‘* 0 A, we define LX(“) for n 2 0 by 
induction on n, in the following way: 
a(O) = 1 
a(“+‘)=a 0 a’“’ 
2.4.4. PROPOSITION. Zf a E A 6 Ti@ 8 A, we haoe 
(4 ah) 0 a(“)= (n+mm_yl) a(“+m) 
(b) a’“‘*a’“‘=(“+,“)a’“+“‘. 
Proof: (a) This is done by induction in m. For m = 1, it is obvious. 
Now, using 2.4.2.b, we have 
atm+ ‘) 0 a(“) = (a IJ a@)) 0 a(“) = a 0 (acm) 0 acn)) + a 0 (a(“) 0 a(m))e 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
a(m+l)a (~)=((“‘m”T’)+(n’n~“Tl))a(~+~+,) 
=((““mm_;l)+(n+~--l))a(“+m+l) 
n+m = ( > 
a(“+m+l) 
m 
(b) It follows by direct computation because 
a(m) * a(“) = a(m) 0 a(“) + a(“) 0 a(m) 
,((n+m~~l)+(n+~-l))a(~+m)=(n+m”)a(n+,, 
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2.4.5. Remark. The product in the normalized Hochschild complex 
(AQA@“, 6), induced by 0, will be denoted by the same symbol 0. This 
product has analogous properties. 
Let h, be the A’-algebra map defined by 
h,(e,)=-1QXiQl 
To prove that h, is an AC-algebra map it is enough to compare formula 
(b) of 2.4.4 with (1) of 2.3. 
To prove that h, _ ,d, = b’h,, by considering that both d, and b’ are 
derivations, it will be sufficient to prove it for the generators e, and tCq). In 
fact 
and 
To prove the result for tCq) we do it by induction in q. The case q = 0 is 
trivial. Now, using 2.4.2.q we have 
= &g 
(( 
-m$$+!-$B~mQ,,)* th2(f))(q-1)) 
m 
=h2(f) q (h,(t))‘q-1’=(h,(t))‘q’=h2q(t(q)) 
and we already know, by the inductive hypothesis, that 
so 
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2.5. Definition of g, 
To build the maps g ,,,: A Q A@” 0 A + R,(A), we have to deline the 
following A’-morphisms: 
2.5.1. DEFTNITION. 
(1) cpfk..,i,:A@A@L@A-+A@A (for l<i,< . ..<i.<n,O<s< 
WI) is 
Tb(PjPj- 1) 
T&J 
*(P~-,...i,(l@pj-2@ “’ @‘h 
(2) v~~...~,: A@A@‘@A-+ A@A is 
2.5.2. Remark. It follows from the previous definitions that 
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where 
4 = { (jl> ..., j,):l<j,,ji<ji+,-l (lBi<m)} 
and 
Cj~...jm= {(sl, ..., s,):ji-l <Si<ji}, 
considering j, = 0. 
2.5.3. DEFINITION. We shall now define an A’-linear map w: D(A)@ 
A”t+D(A) as e, ,,.. imt(k) n t=ei ,... imt(k+l). 
At this point we can give the following 
2.5.4. DEFINITION. g, : A @ ABrn @ A + R,(A), is the A’-map defined 
by 
g,=id 
g,(lOP,O ... OPlOl) 
= -(P,P,_,01)gm_2(10Pm-20 ... @P1@l) H t 
+ (_ 1p+ lIPI 
c Cpim...jl(l BP,0 -.. OP1O1).f?j,...j, 
il< < I, 
(1) 
assuming g, = 0 for k < 0. 
2.55. Remark. g, becomes 
g, = id 
g,(1OP,O ... OPlOl) 
=(-1)C(m+W21 
rt: (jfil (Pm-2j+2Pm-2j+l@1) 
x c ‘Pim-~...i~(10Pm-2k0 “’ 8P101) 
ilc <i,-*k 
Xei,...jm-urt(k) 
> 
2.5.6. Remark. To prove that g, is a map of complexes we have to start 
by noting that 
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dm+2(gm(l QPp,Q ... QP101) l t) 
=dmg,(i~pp,O -.. 0~~~1) n t 
+(-l)~+l(-l)C(m+‘m c Cpjm...i*(lQp*Q ‘** QpplQ1) 
i1-z cim 
x ei,...i, *j$l $$!j’ej. 
J 
2.5.7. THEOREM. g, : (A Q A@* @ A, b’) + R,(A)’ is a map of complexes. 
Proof: We have to prove the commutativity of the squares 
AQA@“+‘@A= R,(A),+1 
I 
b’ 
I 
dm+l m 2 0. 
A@J@“@A g, R,(A), 
This proof will be done by induction 011 m. 
For m = 0 it follows by direct computation. 
Assuming that these squares commute for every k < m, i.e., dk + 1 g, + 1 = 
g,b’, we show that d, + , g, + 1 = g,b’ by using formula (1). 
Since 
b’(l@P,+,O ... @P,Ol) 
=(P,+,@l)(lOP,O *~*@PP,@1) 
-(l@P,;;P;,@P,-l@ *A- OP,@l) 
a....... 
+(10Pm+1 @Pp,P,-,@P,-263 ... SP,Ol) 
-lQPm+, @P,@b’(P,-18 . ..@PI@~). 
then 
g,b’(lC3P,+,Q ... SP,Ql) 
= -(P,+,61)(P,P,_,~1)g,_2(1~PPm-z~ ***@P1631) w t 
+(~~,;‘~,‘P,-,~l)g,-,(loP,_,~ **‘@P1@1) n t 
-(p,+l . . . . . . . . 
P,P,_I~l)g,-,(lQ,P,-,~ *-a @Pp1@1) n t 
+(P,+1 P,@l)g,-,(lOb’(P,-163 4.. @Pp,@l)) 1 t 
+(-1)C(m+W21 
c ~i,,,...ilb’(lQP,+,Q *.. QP1Ql)*ei,...i,,,. 
ilc -zim 
6Ql/95/1-3 
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By using that 
(P,+*~1)(P,P,~,o1)-(~~,;‘p,P,~,o1)+(P,+~~,P,~;o1) 
=(Pm+1 p,p,-,o1)-(p,+,p,p,-,o1)+(p,+~p,p,-~o1) 
+(p,+,p,p,-,o1)-(p,+,p,p,-,o1) 
=(Pm+l P,O1)(P,-,Ol) 
we have 
g,~‘(lOP,+,O ... c3P,Ol) 
= -(Pm+1 P,o1)(P,~,ol)g,~,(1oP,~,o *.. OP101) n t 
+(Pm+1 p,01)&-,(10w,-,@ ... OP,Ol)) n t 
+(-1)C(m+W21 
c cPim...i,b’(lOP,+, 0 “‘OP,Ol)‘ej,...i, 
i1-c =zim 
= -(Pm+, P,Ol)g,-*b’(l@P,-,O ... OP,@l)) n 2 
+ (_ f)Cw+ 1)/21 
c (Pi,...i,b’(l Opm+l 0 ... OP10l).ei,...j, 
il< cim 
On the other hand 
d m+lgm+l(lOp,+,0 ... OP,Ol) 
P,8l)g,-,(loP,~,8....oP1~1) n t 
Xeil...im+l 
> 
= -(Pm+, P,Ol)d,-,g,_,(loP,-,o ... 8~~01) w I 
+(-l)m+1(-1)[m’2’(Pm+1P*@1) 
x c rPim_,...j,(lOP,-,@ ‘.‘@P1@1) 
il< -zim-l 
+ (_ 1)Ch+wl 
c %m+,...i,(l@pP,+,@ ... @P,Ol) 
il< ... -ci,+l 
~dm+l(ei,...i~+,) 
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and using the inductive hypothesis we have g,b’ = d,,, + r g, + r if and only 
if 
= -(~m+l~nz@l)~ 1 rPim-,...i,(l@pp,-l@ ‘.. @Pl@l) 
ilc c&-l 
Since the elements e,, ,i, are linearly independent, it will be enough to 
check the equalities on each coefficient, i.e., 
k=l 
T.(f) x(l@P,-,@I ... @Pr@l).‘- 
T(Xik) 
+(-1)” f (-1)“’ c (Pim-..i,+lh+...il 
j=l i,<htij+, 
X(l@p,+l@ .*. @pp,@l).T(x,) 
This proof is tedious and cumbersome, so we leave it, for the satisfaction 
of the distrusful reader to the end of the article, in a sort of an appendix. 
2.58. THEOREM. g,h, = id. 
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma: 
2.5.9. LEMMA. 
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proof: Since ‘pc _. i, = C,, q$, i,, it will be enough to prove it for qt.. i,, 
which will be done by induction on h. 
Since (lQaQl)*(lQP,-,Q .** QPp,Ql)=c;=, (lQP&IQ ... 0 
P,QaQP,-16 . . . P, Q 1) it is easily seen that 
cp~...i,((lQaQ1)*(lQPk-lQ ... OPlQl)) 
+, (-l)“kQ& ‘Co”,...; ,... i,(lQpk-lQ *” QplQ1)~ 
k 
Now, suppose the lemma is true for h - 1. Then 
~~...i,((lQaQ1)*tlQPk-lQ “.Q’lQl)) 
k-I-Z(h-1) j-l 
= c 
j=2 
SC1 t-w+“cph,:.!i,+, 
((lQaQl)*(lQPk--lQ ... QP,+,Ql)) 
T$tPjPj- 1) 
TO’,,) 
’ cPi-l...il (lQpj-2Q ... QP,QfQP,-,Q ... OP101) 
k-2(h-1) j-2 
+ 1 1 (-l)“+“~;:.fil+, 
j=s s=l 
(l@Pk-I@ ... QPjQl) 
TGtpj- If’-2) 
Wi,) 
‘(Py-,...i, ((lQaQl)*(lQP,_,Q ... QP, 
Qf QP,-10 ... QP,Ql)). 
By the inductive hypothesis, we have 
k-1-2(h-1) j-l 
= c 
j=2 
s;, (-1)“” f (-l)I.fk 
r=j+l 
T. (a) 
X’-‘~~~.ti,,..i,(‘QPk-lQ ... QPj+,Ql) 
T(xi,) 
X 
Ti,(pjf’- 1) 
Wi,) 
.cPim,...i,(l Qpj-20 e.. Qp, 
QfQP,-IQ -+. QP,Ql) 
k-2(h-1) j-2 j-l 
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Ofc3P,-lc3 **-OPl@l) 
k-l-2(/1-1) j-l 
= c 
j=2 
El (-l)i+s i (-ly+*.Z& 
r=j+l l, 
k-----(h-l) j-l 
+ c 
j=2 
SC1 (-l)k+s i (-ly+j.# 
r=l 4 
X 
T,+, (PjPj- 1) 
Wil+,) 
*Cpt...i ,... il(l@'j-2@ '*' 0's 
8f63PP,-,c3 *‘. @Pl@l) 
= i (-l)r+&& (Pt..., ,... i,(lBpk-l@ ‘*’ @pl@ll)o 
r=l I, 
2.5.10. LEMMA. g,((l @I a @ 1) * (1 @ P,-, @I ... @ P1 @I 1)) = 
gl(l~a~ll).g,-,(l~PP,-l~ -.a c3Pl8l). 
Prooj: We prove the result by induction on m. For m = 1 it is trivial, 
and for m = 2 it can be checked by direct computation. 
Suppose now the lemma is true for k < m, m 2 3, and let us prove it for 
m. Since 
=.f, (-l)““(l@PP,-18 ‘.. c3P,c3a@Pr-,@ .*. c3P1@1) 
( 
m-2 
+~@~p,-,G9~p,-2@ c (-1)““(1@PP,-3c3 **. @P,@a r=l 
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we have 
g,((l0~01)*(10P,-,O . ..OP.Ol)) 
= -(uP,-,01)g,_,(10P,-,O ... @P,@l) n t 
+(P,-,a01)g,_,(10P,~,O ... @Pl@l) n t 
-(P,~,P,-*01)g,~*((10u01) 
* (lOP,-~O ..’ @P*@ 1)) n t 
+(-1)c’“+“Pl 
c (Pt,...il 
i1-z -ci, 
((10~01)*(10P,~,O ~+3P,01))ei,...i, 
= -(P,~,P,-201)g,-2((10a01) 
* (lOP,-~O ... OP,Ol)) n t 
+(~1)C(~+u/21 
c cPi,...i, 
i1-c ci, 
((l@u@l)* (lOP,-,o ~‘43P,01))eil...i,. 
Then, by the previous lemma and using the inductive hypothesis, we have 
g,((10a01)*(10~,-,8 . ..OP.Ol)) 
= -g,(10a01)(~,~,~,~,01)g,~,(10P,-,O ... OP,Ol) n t 
+(-1)C(m+Wl 
i,< cqlm .T, (-l)“-‘# I, 
x(pim...i ,... j,(lOp,-10 .” OP,@l)‘ej, 
Xej,...i ,... j,=g*(l@U@l) 
~(-(P,~,P,~,ol)g,-,(loP,~,o .‘. @P,@l) n t 
+ (_ 1)C(m+1m+m 
c cPi,...il(l Opm-10 “’ OP,Ol)ej,...imm,) 
ii-c -zim 
=g,(1~u~1).g,-,(1~PP,-,8 ..-OP1c31), 
because (- l)C(m+l)PI+m= (_ 1)CMI. 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of 2.5.8. Since the elements e, ...im tcqJ (m + 2q = r) form a basis 
for R,(A), it will be enough to check the result on them. But 
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g2q+mh2q+m(ei,-..i,f(q)) 
=g2q+mMe.l,) * . a - * hl (e,,) * h2q(t(q)) 
=&,+,w@Jfi,@11) *-..*(1~xXi,,~1)*h2q(f(q))) 
and, by the previous lemma, 
gzq+mhzq+m (e,...~nt’q’)=g~(1OX~,~1)~~~g~(1~Xim~~)~g~q(h~q(~‘q’)) 
=g2 4 (h2,(ttq’)) e, . . . . 11 bn* 
Let us see now that g2q(h2q(t(q))) = t(q). We do it by induction on q. If 
q = 0 it is trivial. Assume the hypothesis is true for every r < q and prove 
it for q. 
Recall that f= C . fi, in Yi . . * X;. 
il. . . . . in 
By definition 
= -,&J 
, . . . . in k=O 
j=l scL 
with L= {(i,, . . . . i,, k):o<k<i,}, a~=fi,...,~~-..X~~‘,.X~, and b!= 
x9-k-l .x’i+l 
3 J+l 
. . . xi for s = (i, , . . . . in, k). Then 
h2(t)‘q’=h2(t) q (h2(t)(q-1)) 
= - t . 1 l~a~~((Xj,~~Pf:)(h2(2)(‘-‘))) 
jl=l slsL 
. . . . . . 
- i . i . C . C 160aj:@((a~@B$8~) 
j l = 1 jz = I q E L S*E L 
~((l@Xj,@l)*(l@X~,@l)*(h2(t)‘~-~~))). 
By 2.5.4, we have 
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g2q(h*q(~‘q’))=g*q(h2(f) 0 h2(t)(q-1)) 
= i . c (uj:xj,oBj:)g2q-*(h2(t)(q~‘)) n t 
jl=l s1e.L 
f i . i . 1 (~&?$$)g2qe2 
jl = I j2 = I ~1, s2 E L 
((10xj,~l)*(l~Xj*~l)*(h*(t)‘q-2’)) n t 
+(-114 1 ‘Pia...i,(h2q(t’q’)). 
i l -z i*( 
But using the fact that if XT1 ... Pi is the principal monomial off, then 
yn>O (see 2.2), we see that 
x= 1 ifj, = n and s1 = (yl, . . . . yn, yn - 1) *, II 0 everywhere else, 
p:= 1 when s1 = (Y 1, . . . . yn, yn - 1 L 
and 
u1 L.Y2 =o s, s2 if jl#norj2#n. 
So, since (10X,01)* (l@X,@l)=O, 
g2 4 P2, WI 1 
=g2q-2 (h2(t)(4-1)) n l+(-l)’ 1 (Pi*,“‘il(h2,(t’“‘)). 
i l -c < izq 
By the inductive hypothesis 
g,, (h* (tC4’)) = t(q) + ( - 1)” 4 c Vi~,..~il(h2q(r’q))) 
i,< <i&, 
and, to finish the proof, it will be enough to see that 
‘Pi~...j,(h2q(f(4)))=0 for l<i,< ... <i,,Qn. 
To do this, since cpj,,...i,(h2q(r(~)))=~~=O~~~~...i,(h2q(r(q))), we can check 
that 
‘pi2 __: (h2,@‘4’))=0 Vr. 9 11 
Recording that 
b(f)= -jgI.S:Ll@~:@Xj@/?:, with L=((i,,...,i,,,k):O,<k<ij}, 
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then hz(t)(q) is a sum of monomials of the type T= + 1 @P,, @ +.a C3 
P,@PO with Pk=Xj or Pk=a{, for k>O. 
We prove that (P;~...~, (h,,(t(q))) = 0 by considering two cases, namely 
First Case. r = 0. Since Pzq = ai and Pk = X, for some kc 2q, we have 
cp:, i, (T) = Tia(ai) -. T(xi,) T,,-,(p2q-,)...T,(X,)...Ti,(P,).(1~p) T(xia-,) T(Xik ) T(xi, 1 03 
which is zero because 
is different from zero only if ik =j and i,, <j, which is impossible because . . 
l2q’lk. 
Second Case. r > 0. Let rk,,. *A@A2q@A+A@ be the map of 
A’-modules defined by 
r,,,(l @P2q@ ‘.’ @P,@ l) 
For every monomial T of h2q ( t)(q) we have 
Now, for every T with Pk = Xi and Pk- i = X,., there is another monomial 
T’ equal to T, except that in T’ Pk = Xi. and Pk-, = Xj and T, T’ have 
opposite signs. It is obvious that, applying fk,, to both T and T’ they 
cancel each other. 
We can repeat the same reasoning for 
(1) Pk=aj, PkdI=4, 
(2) Pk=ai, Pkhl=xj 
(3) Pk--l=a{, Pk=Xi’withj#j’. 
Finally, if Pkpl = ai, P, =Xj we have T,(a$ .X,)/T(X,) =0 and the 
proof is complete. 
At this point we are ready to state the main result: 
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2.5.11. THEOREM. R,(A) is an A’-free resolution of A, g,h.+ is the 
identity map, while h,g, is homotopic to the identity. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of 2.5.7, 2.5.8, and the fact of 
h, is a morphism of complexes. 
3 
3.1. Introduction 
Let A = k[X,, . . . . X,,]/( f ), where k is an arbitrary commutative ring 
with 1 and f=Cfi,...inF~ .. . X$ a manic polynomial in k[X,, . . . . X,]. In 
this section we compute the Hochschild homology H, (A, M) and 
cohomology H*(A, M) of A with coefficients in an A-module M, 
considered as an A’-module by the multiplication p: A’ + A. 
3.2. Computation of Hochschild Homology and Cohomology 
By tensoring the resolution R,(A) with M over A’, using the identilica- 
tion MOAe (A Qk A) 1: h4, and considering that (a @ a’) m = aa’m, we 
obtain the complex 
R&f):...-lii,A R,-,a . ..A ii;r,-+-.+ Ho, 
where R, is the direct sum of copies of M indexed by ei, __. im_2kt’k) 
(l<i,< ... <i,_,,<n) and 
with df = C; = i (df/LX,,J . e, and 8 E M. 
Since for given m and k there are (,Y 2k) such indexes we shall denote 
by M(F) the sum of (T) copies of M. 
The morphism h, : R,(A) + (A @ A@‘* 0 A, b’), defined in Section 2.3, 
induces a quasi-isomorphism I;* : K(A) -+ (A @A@*, b) of differential 
graded strictly anti-commutative algebras, given by 
I;,:&,-+AQA@-‘m 
h;(ei,...im-U t’k’)=(-l)m-*k(10Xi,)*...*(10Xi,-Zk)*~2(t)(k), 
where 
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3.2.1. Remark. K(M) = @ qaOK9(M), where z4(M) is the complex 
()+MG)t’d a%-Q,fG)t(4-1)+ ... 
,~(A)p-“+l) d%--, Mmt(4-“),() 
where each M(g) t(qPk) has degree 2q - k. In consequence 
H,M w = 0 K(~qw)h 
4. 
where s= {qEN: (r/2)<q,<min(r, (r+n)/2}. 
3.2.2. LEMMA. coker(M(i”l) t(q-i+l) d%-i, MC?) t(q-i))=Qi(A)@A M 
for l<i<q. 
ProoJ It follows by an easy computation that 
coker(dq,-,) = A(;) (n)@ 1 M: (/p Aw) 
@A M-b A(:) (A’“‘/(df >) @A A4 
( > 
, 
where df = C; = 1 (af/M,) e, and n: A(“) + A’“)/(df) is the canonical 
projection. The proof is completed by noting that 
because a: (t) = df: 
3.2.3. DEFINITION. Let zaq[K,-,,+.(A& ((-l)“+’ ~f/M,),~,~.)] 
be the complex defined by 
Trl[Ki-29tn (M,((-1)“+‘6),,,,.)] 
=IKi-~q+~(-((-l)-+‘~)~~.,., if i>q, 
where K,Wf, (1-l)“” Wan,),,,,, ) is the Koszul complex of M with 
respect o ((-l)“+‘~fP~A.,... 
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3.2.4. Remark. The family tl) (9-j) (M J t (pa--l, An-j M(n)) is an iso- 
morphism of %4bW into ~2qCK,-2q+,(M, ((-l)““aflax,),.,..)l, 
where 
(PZqej(Q.ei ,.., iit(9-i))=~.ei;...j~_z,t(“-i) 
with 1 <i; -C . . . < ihdj<n and (i,, . . . . ii} n (ii, . . . . iLei> = 0. 
3.25 THEOREM. Let A = k[X,, . . . . X,,]/( f ), where k is an arbitrary 
commutative ring with 1 and f = C fi, in XT . . . X,” a manic polynomial in 
HX,, . . . . X,]. Then 
(1) Ifr<n, 
H, (4 W = 
[ 
0 Hr-*q+” 
[ 
K, M, 
( ( 
(-1)““’ 
(r/l)<q<r &Ln)il 0 (Q’(A) @aM) 
(A~~-~+‘(A(~))@~ M) C-q- ‘) @@‘(A)@, M). 1 
HrM Ml = )] 
= 0 Ker (!PP’ 
[ 
(A)@, M) p9’ Cl , 
(42)C 9< (‘+ n)/2 
(A’9-‘+‘(A’“‘)@, M) +-9-l) I. 
(3) The product defined in Section 1.2 over H,(A) is also induced by 
Q29-'(A) t(‘-9)X @9'-"(A) t("-9') -&2(9+9')++")(A) t(‘+“-9-9’) 
(e. ...+’ tcrp9), ej ,.., 11 J2q-r t(r’-9’))He. .__. 4 ,~-, A ej ,... jw-,, t(r+“-9-4’). 
Proof: H,(A, M)=Tor;f’(A, M). So H,(A, M)=H,(R,(A)OACM)= 
H,(%(M)). Now, (1) and (2) follow immediately by 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.4, 
and (3) is true because fi, is a quasi-isomorphism of differential graded 
strictly anti-commutative algebras. 
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3.2.6. EXAMPLE. Let 
A’ = k[X,) . ..) X,] and K*V’, ((-v+’ ~f/wn)l.m..) 
be the Koszul complex of A’ with respect to (( - l),+ ’ @,78X,), Gm Gn. 
Applying the snake lemma to the short exact sequence of complexes 
O+K* A’, 
( ( 
(-l)m+l 
aJK* CA!3 ((-l)“+la.m.n) 
(-l)“+$ 
> > 
+O 
m l<m<n 
induced by 
O-A’--f,A’AA-0, 
where A’ f, A’ applies p in pf and A’ & A is the canonical projection, we 
obtain a long exact sequence 
-9 ... . 
On the other hand 
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is the morphism induced by f; and 
is the canonical projection. Now, if (Jf/dX,,,), <,,, <,, is a regular sequence 
in A’, then H,[K,(A’,((-l)“+‘dfldX,),.,..)]=O Vs>l and the 
sequence ( 1) becomes 
Applying 3.2.5, we have 
H,(A) = P(A) if rdn 
H,(A) = W’(A) if r>nandr+niseven 
if r>nandr+nisodd. 
3.2.7. THEOREM. Let A = k[X,, . . . . X,J( f ), with k an arbitrary com- 
mutative ring with unity and f a manic polynomial of k[Xl, . . . . X,,], and let 
M be an A-module. Regard M as an A’-module using the morphism 
p: A’-+A. We have 
(1) If r<n, 
H’( A, M) = 
@ (r/2)sq<r H-[K* (Mv (&),,,,.)1] 
where d: M(T)+ ,(,“I) is defined by 
d($.ei,..,i,)= i (~l)~+’ 8.s. et ,... im...i, 
> 
for OEM. 
m=.l hn 
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(2) if ran, 
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W(A, M)= @ 
(~P)<qc(r+n)/Z 
PruoJ (A @J@‘* @ A, 6’) is a projective resolution of A as an 
A’-module, so 
H’(A, M) = Ext’,,(A, M) = H’(HomAe(R,(A), M)). 
On the other hand, M and Horn, (A, M) are isomorphic Ae-modules, 
where the action of A’ is defined by m(a @ b) = abm and [(a @I b)f](x) = 
f(xub), respectively. Then, 
H’(A, M) = H’(Hom,,(R,(A), M)) = H’(Hom,dR,(A), Hom,(A, M))) 
=H’(Ho~~(R,(A)O,P A, Ml) 
= R(Hom, (z(A), M) = @ H’(Hom, (K4(A), M)). 
q>o 
The proof is over by noting that Horn, (K’(A), M) is isomorphic to the 
complex 
()-j&Ql-“) d4-“+‘,M(“li1)t(4-n+1).... 
_, ,a +4- 1) d24,&+7)) 0, 
where 
dzq-i: M(,n+j)fk7-i--l)+M(I) &q-i) 
is defined by 
d2q-i(g.ej,...ji+lt(q-i-1)) 
i+l 
= 1 (-llm+l aaf*ej ,... jm.,.j, 
( a4m > 
for qai+l 
m=l 
and 
M(n:i) p-f-l)=0 if q<i+l. 
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4 
4.1. Introduction 
In this section we compute the cyclic homology HC,(A) for r < n, 
when A = k[Xi, . . . . X,]/(f), k is a ring containing Q, f is manic, and 
(wa~m),,m,n is a regular sequence in k[X,, . . . . X,]. When k is a field of 
characteristic zero and f is homogeneous, we compute the other cyclic 
homologies HC, (A) for r > n. 
4.2. Computation of the Cyclic Homology 
4.2.1. THEOREM. Let k be a ring containing Q and f a manic polynomial 
in k[X,, . . . . X,]. Suppose that (af/aX,), <,,,<,, is a regular sequence in 
kCX1, . . . . X,]. Then 
(1) HC,(A)=(f2’(,4)/dG’-‘(A))@H&2(A)@H’,-,42(A)@ . ..(r<n) 
(2) Zf k is a field and f is homogeneous, the reduced cyclic homology 
is 
HCr(A) = 
0 if r>,nandr-n iseven 
H,(A) = Q’(A) if ranandr-nisodd. 
Proof: (1) Let 
D(A): O I I 0 
Q’t d Q0 
I 0 
&to 
be the complex whose rows are the truncated De Rham complex 
OtQ’+Q~-1 t . . . +QO+O 
and let CL: B,,,,(A) + D(A) be the map defined in [L-Q] by 
A@A’+Q’ 
(a,@ ..* @ai)H(l/n!).aoda, A ... A da,. 
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In order to show that p induces an isomorphism 
~:HC,(A)~(SZ’(A)/dSZ’-‘(A))~H’,-,*(A)6H’,-,4*(A)~ . . . 
it is enough to see that ,U induces an isomorphism ,G: H,(A) + 9’ for r < n. 
This isomorphism follows by observing that for r <<n, the section 
y : ar + HH,(A) of p defined in [L-Q] is an isomorphism between 
H,(K(A)) and H,((A@A@‘, b)). 
(2) In order to prove (2) it is convenient to make some observations. 
(a) Let RC,(A) be the reduced cyclic homology of A. By [V, 
Proposition 2.41 the map S: i?C,(A) + BC,-,(A) = 0 Vr 2 2. So we have 
the short exact sequence 
O-&(A)& H,+&4)4 t7c,+,(A)-+O (r 2 0). 
In consequence the complex 
O-H,(A)/k~H,(A)~H,(A)~... (1) 
is exact. 
(b) The complex 
o--b Q0(A)/k4,0’(A)4, . ..d. P-‘(A)P, LqA)--+ 0 
is exact (this fact follows using that (1) is exact, Sz” - ‘(A) 4 W(A) is an 
epimorphism, and j,: H,(A) + al(A) is an isomorphism VO < r < n). 
(~1 SZ”(A)=A/((aflax,),.,..> (so, dim,(WA))<~). 
(d) Ifr>nandr+nisodd 
From (a), (d), and 3.2.6 we obtain the short exact sequences 
O-,RC,(A)-,SZ”(A)~tfC,+,(A)~O (ran). 
The proof can be finished easily using the fact that, by (b), HC, (A) = 0, 
and the fact that dim,(O”(A)< co. 
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4.2.2. Remark. 4.2.1 holds with the same proof when f is weighted 
homogeneous (for definition see [VI). 
APPENDIX 
To end the proof of 2.4.7 we still have to show that 
5.1. PROPOSITION. 
= -(Pm+1 P,@l). 2 (-1)M.k ‘(pi,...ik...il(l @Pm-l@ .” @PI@ 1) 
k=l 
T. (f) x*+(-l)" f (-I)'+' 
Ik j=l 
For this proof we have to introduce the following definitions and 
remarks: 
5.1.1. DEFINITION. 
Ti,(J’jf’- 1) 
’ Wi,) *&,4*(lOP,-20 ... O~lOlh 
for n > ik > . ’ ’ >i,21 and l<m<[k/2]. 
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5.1.2. Remarks. 
(a) cp;;..,(lQp,Q ... PIQl) 
= c c (-l)&sh-jh 
(jl, . . . . ME& (SI..-,Sm)ECjl...jm 
x rPO,...j*(l QppkQ **’ Spjm+lQpjmpjm-~Qpjm-~Q ‘.* 
@PsmOf@Psm-l@ ..’ OPjm-,+lQ ..’ 
Opj,pj,-~Qpj,-~Q ... QP,QfQps,-16 ... QPj,-,+lQ ... 
QPj,Pj,-~Qf’j,-~Q .~.QP,,QfQPP,,-,Q . ..QP1Ql). 
where 
B, = ((h 3 . . . . jm): 1 <jl,ji<jj+l- l(1 sky)) 
and 
(b) Cpi~...i,(lQPpkQ ... QPlQl) 
(c) dk...i,(lQP,Q --. QP,Ql) 
= -V,...i,(lQP/cQ .** QPJ) 
Ti, U’d’h 
T(Xiz) 
T. V’d 
-rPik...,(lQP,Q 0.. QPzQl)‘---. 
T(Xiz 1 
51.3. Remark. 
(a) WQp,+,Q ... QCQl) 
=b’(lQPP,+,Q .-* QPdQf’p1Ql 
+(-l)“(lQP,,,+,Q ... QP3Qp;‘&Q1 
+(-ly+’ (lQPp1)(lQPp,+~Q . ..QPzQl). 
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(b) WlQP,,,+~Q ... QP~ol) 
=b’(lQP,+18 ... QP,)QP,QP,Q 1 
+(-l)“+‘(loP,+,o ... @P,op;‘p;QP,@l) 
+(-l)m(lQP,+l Q ... @P,@p;i;&l) 
+(-l)m+l (lQP,)~(lQP,+,Q ... QP201). 
We prove 5.1 simultaneously with 
T. U-) cp;+*b’(loP,+l@ ... OP1@l).‘- 
TV,,) 
=(-l)m(lOPIP*).(Pi,...iz(lOPm+10 .*. @P&1).$ 
1, 
-(Pin+, P,Ol). f (-l)m+k ‘Cp:;,...i~...iz(lOP,-,~ “. @P,@l) 
k=2 
x Ti!+ (f) Ti, (f) 
T(Xik) T(Xil) 
+(-l)“(Pm+l T. (f) P~~l)~Cp~~...~*(l~p~-~~ .” @P,O1)‘l- Wi, 1 
+(-1)” f (-l)‘+’ 
j=2 
x c cP:;,...i,+,hi,...i*(l,QPm+l 
$<h<i)+, 
Q ... @P1@l) T(X,)$--4 
T. (f) ” 
+(-I)“’ C Vi,,,...i2h(lQPm+lQ ... QP101) T(Xh).** (*) 
h i ig 2, 
Proof. The case m = 0 follows by direct computation. 
Assume now that both formulae are true for all k-cm. Let us see that 
(*) holds for k=m. By using 5.1.3.b in the first part of 5.1.2.~ and 5.1.3.a 
in the second term, we have 
= -Vi,...i,(b’(l@P,+1@ “’ OPJ)@l) Ti2(P,P2) Tt,(f) .- 
T(X,) T(xi,) 
+(-l)“cPi~...i~(lOp,+,~ .‘. OP,Ol) 
-  -  
x Tiz(PlP2P,) T~~(PIP~Ps) 
WiJ - T(xt2 1 > 
Til(f 1 
W’, 1 
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. Tiz(PZP3) Ti,(f) .- 
T(xi*) T(xi,) 
= -(Vim...i,b’(l@PP,+l@ *” @P3@1) 
T.(f) 
+(-l)“(l~p,)‘(pi~...i~(l~Pp,+l~ ‘**@Pp,@l))‘--- 
Wi, )  
T,(PlP,) 
’ T(Xis) 
+(-l)mcpi,...i,(l~pP,+l~ *m’@P4@l) 
x Tiz(P,) 
( 
T,(m) Ti,(f) 
T(Xi2) - T(Xi2) ) T(Xi, 1 
+(-l)m(l~pl)‘(pim...i~(l~p,+l~ “’ @Pd@l) 
Ti2(f',P,) Ti,(f) 
W,) ‘To 
-((pim...i,b’(l@Pm+l@ **. @P*Ol) 
+(-l)m+l 
T. (Pl) x*+(-l) m+l cp;m...i,(l@Pp,+,o *-* @P,@l) 
12 
. . . . * 
X 
Since (see 2.1.4)) 
T~~(PIPz) 
(l@Pd. T(x,) - 
T,(P,) + T, (p;‘p;p,) + (1 Bp ) Ti2(P,P,) 
0 T(x,) TW,) ’ ’ T(x,) 
Ti2(f’,P,) + Ti,(PlP,f’3) 
=(l@Pd* T(xi2) 
Ti2(PlP,P,) 
T(xiz) - W,) 
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h d iz 
Tiz(f’,) 
- (1 @m) ’ T(x, ) + *Fi2 Th(P3)’ 
T, Cm) 
12 , T(Xi, ) 
and 
, T,(f’l) Ti2(ply;) + (1 @p,). Tiz(‘2) 
Cl @ “) T(X,) T(XiJ) T(Xi,) 
= c Th(Pl). ‘;1!;; + ,& Th(p2) $j 
h -L iz 
- c T,(m).g-h;i2 T,(f)’ 
Ti,(Plf’2) 
h -c iz 
T(X,) ’ 
by using the inductive hypothesis, we have 
JiSf) 
(p~m...i~b'(lOPm+10 '*' OplO1) T(x-) 1, 
=(Pm+, P,@l). f (-l)m+k Cpj,...i~...iJ(lOp,-10 “’ Op301) 
k=3 
+(-l)“f’ j;3 C-1)“’ 
x c 
.Ti,(f) 
cPi,..,i,+lhrj...i~(lOPm+18 I” 8p3@1) T(xh) T(X,J 1, 
ij<h<ij+, 
T’2(p1p2’+(-1)” c cpim...i,h(l@Pm+l@ a-. @p,@l) T(xd x T(x,) h c ij 
x Ti,(P,p,) . Ti, (f) 
T(X,) T(x,,) 
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- c Th(P,)-Ti$;;)- 1 T,,(p,p,)# 
h c iz 12 h < i2 12 
- . Tiz(P,) 
-(l@P1PJ T(xi2) 
Tiz(Pl&) - 
+ 1 ThV’d. T(x.) + c Th(plpz) 
. Tiz(P,) 
h c iz 12 h -c i2 T(xi2 ) 
+(-1)“(16p*p3).(pi,...i~(10p,+1~ “‘@PP,@l) 
x Tiz(Pl). Ti,(f) 
T(xi2) T(xi,) 
+ (Pm+1 P,@l). f (-l)m+R ~:,...f*...i,(l @ppp-l@vse6p*6 l) 
k=3 
x T~~(f’l) Tik(f) Ti,(f) 
T(-J’iz) T(xik) T(xi,) 
+(-l)“(Pm+l p~~l)(pi,...i~(l~P~-~~ .” @PP,Ol) 
T. (PI) T. (f) x~.~+(-1)m+1~3(-l)ii1 
X C (P~~.-.ij+lhii...i~(l~pPrn+1~ ..* @Pp2@1) T(Xh) 
ij<h<i,+, 
x Ti, (f’l) Ti, (f) 
T(xiz) T(xil) 
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+ c Th(P2) 
h Q i2 
.#- c T,,(m) 
12 h -c i2 
x# c T,(f). T$;1;2’). 
22 h < ij 12 
Reordering terms this becomes 
T. (f) +Cpim...i,(l@P,+,@ “’ @P3@1)L 
> 
Ti, (f) 
T(Xiz) T(xi,) 
-(Pm+1 P,@l). f (-l)m+k 
k=3 
-cPb...i~...is(lOPm-10 . . . 
+(-l)“(p,+l p,O1).Cpi~...i,(lOP,+10 ... @PA@l) 
i,<hci,+, 
-‘Pi,...i,+,hi/...i~(lOPm+10 ..’ @P3@1). 
Tis(P,f’,) 
TV,,) 
-‘P~~...i,+,hi,...j~(lOPm+10 .‘. @P,@l) 
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+(-l),+’ T/z (Pd Cpjm...i~(lOP,+,@ ‘.’ @P~@l)‘- 
T(xh ) 
Th(f) 
+(P::,...i~(l~Pp,+1~...~Pp3~1)- 
Tiz(P,P,) Ti,(f) T(x ) .-. 
TO’,) T(Xiz) T(Xi,) h 
+(-l),+’ -Cpjm...jj(l@P,+10 .‘. @Pd@l)’ Th(Pd’3 
T(xh ) 
-Cp~~...i~(l@P,+,@ Tiz(P,). Ti,(f). T(x ) 
T(Xig) T(XiI) h 
+(-1)” c (pim...i~(lOp~+~O ..* OP4@l) 
Ti#‘A) 
h < i2 T(Xiz 1 
+rp;~...i,(l@Pp,+,@ ... OP,Ol) 
T. (f) 
X L . T( x,). 
T(xil) 
By applying 5.1.2.b and 5.1.2.~ we obtain ( * ). 
Let us see now that 5.1 is also valid for k=m. By using 5.1.3.a and 
5.1.2.b, we have 
+(-l)“cpi,...i,(l~Pp,+,~ ..*cSP,@l)* 
Ti, (i’; P;) 
T(xi, 1 
+(-l)““(l@P,) 
T. (PA xpjm...i*(l@PPm+l@ .‘*@P,@l)“--- 
TWi,) 
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xZ+(-l)~%...,(l@P,+,@ 
Ti, (i’; p;) 
1, 
... OP,Ol)* T(xi,) 
T.(f) +Cpim...i,6’(10P,+,@ “’ @P,@l)“- 
T(Xi,)' 
By applying 2.1.4), then 
- T.(f) + c T,,(PIPJL T(X, )+ c Th(f) Ti,(f’,P,). 
h -c il T(XiI) ’ 
and by the inductive hypothesis, the equation becomes 
Vim...ilb’t18P,+I0 ‘.-Op,Ol) 
= -(Pm+, P,@l). f (-l),,k Cpi,...~~...i,(lOP,-,O .” OP,Ol) 
k=2 
x Ti, (f) . Ti, (PI) 
T(Xik 1 T(X, 1 
+(-l)W f (-1)“’ 
j=2 
x c T. U’J (Pi,...i,+lhi,...i*(10Pm+,0 ... @P,@l) T(Xh)-L-- 
i/<h<i,+, T(Xi, ) 
+ (-1)” 1 (pjm...j2h(lPm+,@ **. @P2@ 1) T(X,)++ 
h -z il 1, 
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- Ti,(f) 
-(l@plpz) T(X,,) h<i, 
- Tit(f) 
+ 1 Th(p1 pz) T(x, ) 
81 
Ti,(W’,) 
+ c Th(f) T(X, ) 
h i it 1, 
Now, applying the equality ( * ), we obtain 
= -(P,+1 P,@l). f (-l)m+k 
kc2 
. Ti, (PII 
‘pj,...i~...i*(l BP,-,8 “. Bp2@ l) yyx, ) 
4 
+(-1)” f (-l)‘+’ c 
j = 2 i,<h<i,+, 
+(-1)” c (rp,,,(Wm+,B **. 6P2@1) 
h -z il 
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+(-1)“. EC (Pi,...i*h(lOPm+lO .” OP*Ol) 
. Ti,(P,) 
i l c h < i2 T(Xii 1 
+(Pim...i*h(lOPm+10 “‘OPIB1) 
.Ti, T(X) 
> T(J’iI) h 
+(-l)“(pi,...i~(lOp,+10 “* BpP,@l) 
By 5.1.3.b and 5.1.3.~ we obtain 
= - (Pm+lP,O 1) 
+(-1)” f (-l)‘+’ 
j=2 
+(-I)” c qim...i2hil(1@Pm+l@ ..*@PP,@~).T(X~) 
il < h .c iz 
T, (P2) 
X -Til(pl) T(x,) L + Ti, (f 1 
Ti, (PlP2) 
T(X, ) 
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= -(P,+,Pm@l). 5 (-1y+k P)im...ik...i,tl @‘Pm-l @ .‘*@,P1@ 1) 
k=l 
T. W 
x*+(-l)m f (-i)j+l 
lk j=l 
+(-,),+I Cpi,...i*(l@p,+,@ 
so, 
x f (-l)m+k 
k=l 
which ends the proof. 
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